Abstract-To face the advent of multicore processors and the ever increasing complexity of hardware architectures, programming models based on DAG-of-tasks parallelism regained popularity in the high performance, scientific computing community. In this context, enabling HPC applications to perform efficiently when dealing with graphs of parallel tasks that could potentially run simultaneously is a great challenge. Even if a uniform runtime system is used underneath, scheduling multiple parallel tasks over the same set of hardware resources introduces many issues, such as undesirable cache flushes or memory bus contention. In this paper, we show how runtime system-based scheduling contexts can be used to dynamically enforce locality of parallel tasks on multicore machines. We extend an existing generic sparse direct solver to use our mechanism and introduce a new decomposition method based on proportional mapping that is used to build the scheduling contexts. We propose a runtimelevel dynamic context management policy to cope with the very irregular behavior of the application. A detailed performance analysis shows significant performance improvements of the solver over various multicore hardware.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing degree of parallelism and complexity of hardware architectures requires the High Performance Computing (HPC) community to develop more and more complex software. To achieve most of the underlying hardware performance, HPC applications need to be strongly optimized. This usually leads to hand-tuned complex source code that copes both with algorithmic and architecture concerns. Thus, high performance is achieved at the price of a tremendous development effort and a very poor maintainability. Typically, hardware-and topology-dependent optimizations impact both algorithms and data layouts of applications, and lead to poor performance portability.
For these reasons, an increasing number of parallel libraries or applications follow a more flexible approach by adopting a layered architecture. For instance, many numerical algorithms are described at a high level independently of the hardware architecture as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of tasks where each vertex represents a task and each edge represents a dependency between tasks. A second layer is in charge of taking the scheduling decisions. Based on these decisions, a runtime system is then in charge of performing the actual execution of the tasks, both ensuring that dependencies are satisfied at execution time and maintaining data consistency. The fourth layer consists of the optimized code for the related tasks on the underlying architectures. The MAGMA library [44] , that provides Linear Algebra algorithms on heterogeneous hardware by relying on the StarPU runtime system to perform dynamic scheduling between CPUs and GPUs, well illustrates this trend toward delegating scheduling to the underlying runtime system. Moreover, such libraries often exhibit stateof-the-art performance, resulting from heavy tuning and strong optimization efforts.
Many research efforts have recently been devoted to the design of runtime systems able to provide programmers with portable techniques and tools to exploit such complex hardware. The availability of mature implementation of such runtime systems (e.g. Cilk [21] , OpenMP or Intel TBB [39] for multicore computers, Anthill [42] , DAGuE [11] , Charm++ [29] , Harmony [18] , KAAPI [25] , Qilin [35] , StarPU [6] or StarSs [8] for heterogeneous configurations) has allowed programmers to rely on thread/task facilities to develop efficient implementations of parallel libraries (e.g. Intel MKL [16] , FFTW [20] ).
A number of recent efforts have been focusing on redesigning HPC applications to use such runtime systems. As an example, several sparse direct solvers have been redesigned on top of task-based runtime systems [3] , [32] and exhibit high performance and improved portability. Similar efforts have also been undertaken in the field of fast multipole method computations [2] .
In this paper, we investigate how to push further the interaction between the application and the runtime system. By allowing the application to provide informations about the structure of its task graph to the runtime, the latter is able to perform a better mapping on the underlying topology and the whole stack behaves better. We consider a sparse direct solver, namely the qr_mumps solver [3] , and provide an improved interaction scheme which enhances locality and guides the behavior of the underlying runtime system. We believe that this approach can easily be extended to a larger application domain.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce a new partial static mapping strategy for sparse direct solvers based on scheduling contexts.
• We propose a new dynamic management strategy for the scheduling contexts aiming at improving the performance of applications having hierarchical task graphs.
• We present performance results that show how our solution proves great potential in improving the behavior of the parallel sparse direct solver. 
II. MOTIVATING APPLICATION: SPARSE QR

FACTORIZATIONS
The sparse QR factorization method which we consider in this section is the multifrontal method. Like other direct methods, the multifrontal algorithm is based on an elimination tree [41] , which is the transitive reduction of the filled matrix graph and represents the dependencies between the elimination operations. The task graph is built during the so-called analysis phase where all the preprocessing algorithms are applied. This phase is then followed by the actual numerical factorization and the solve steps. This graph, which has a number of nodes which is typically one order of magnitude smaller than the number of columns in the original matrix, expresses the dependencies among the computational tasks in the factorization: each node i of the tree is associated with k i unknowns of the original matrix and represents an elimination step of the factorization. The coefficients of the corresponding k i columns and all the other coefficients affected by their elimination are assembled together into a relatively small dense matrix, called frontal matrix or, simply, front, associated with the tree node. The multifrontal QR factorization consists in a tree traversal in a topological order (i.e., bottom-up) such that, at each node, two operations are performed. First, the frontal matrix is assembled by stacking the matrix rows associated with the k i unknowns with uneliminated rows resulting from the processing of child nodes. Second, the k i unknowns are eliminated through a complete QR factorization of the front; this produces k i rows of the global R factor, a number of Householder reflectors that implicitly represent the global Q factor and a contribution block formed by the remaining rows and that will be assembled into the parent front together with the contribution blocks from all the front siblings. A detailed presentation of the multifrontal QR method, including the optimization techniques described above, can be found in Amestoy et al. [5] .
The baseline of the qr_mumps solver, is the parallelization model proposed by Buttari [13] which is based on the approach presented earlier in related work on dense matrix factorizations by Buttari et al. [14] and extended to the supernodal Cholesky factorization of sparse matrices by Hogg et al. [26] . In this approach, frontal matrices are partitioned into block-columns, which allows one to decompose the workload into fine-grained tasks. Each task corresponds to the execution of an elementary operation on a block-column or a front; five elementary operations are defined: 1) the activation of a front consists in computing its structure and allocating the associated memory, 2) panel factorization of a block-column, 3) update of a block-column with respect to a previous panel operation, 4) assembly of the piece of contribution block in a block-column in the parent front and 5) cleanup of a front which amounts to storing the factors aside and deallocating the memory allocated in the corresponding activation. These tasks are then arranged into a DAG where vertices represent tasks and edges the dependencies among them. Figure 1 shows an example of how a simple elimination tree (on the left) can be transformed into a DAG (on the right); further details on this transition can be found in the paper by Buttari [13] from which this example was taken. The execution of the tasks is guided by a dynamic scheduler which allows the tasks to work asynchronously. Recently, Buttari and al. have proposed a modified version of the qr_mumps software [3] which was designed on top of the StarPU runtime system. The idea was mainly to delegate all the parallelism management to StarPU (e.g. scheduling, task dependencies, etc.). In the following parts of the paper, we will extend this work and illustrate how to improve the interaction between the runtime system and the application will improve the general behavior of the solver.
III. A PARTIAL TASK GRAPH MAPPING STRATEGY
In this section we present a partial mapping strategy based on the use of scheduling contexts to ensure a good locality and an improved load-balancing among the computational resources. We remind that the task graph considered in this paper is tree-shaped and composed of parallel tasks (see Section II) and that the algorithm proposed below is done during the analysis phase of the sparse direct solver. The idea is to use a classical static scheduling algorithm, namely proportional mapping [37] , for tree-shaped task graphs and to adapt it to our context. This algorithm, uses a "local" mapping of the processors to the nodes of the task graph.
To be more precise, starting from the root node to which all the processors are assigned, the algorithm splits the set of processors recursively among the branches of the tree according to their relative workload until all the processors are assigned to at least one subtree (these number of processors correspond to the red numbers associated to the nodes of the tree given in Figure 2 ). This algorithm is characterized by both a good workload balance and a good locality. It is important to note that the approach described below can be adapted to other scheduling algorithms for trees of malleable tasks like the ones presented in [38] , [33] . In this paper, we propose to upgrade the stopping criterion for the top-down process of the proportional mapping so that the locality will be enhanced on multicore systems. Our improved version needs an additional input which represents a number of "bundles" (each bundle represents a group of computational resources). The bundle concept is linked to the architecture of the underlying platform: a bundle corresponds to the set of resources sharing a given level of the memory hierarchy. Generally the number of bundles may be the number of actual processor sockets or even the number of memory banks. During the top-down process, the current layer of nodes and their corresponding number of computational resources are assigned to the bundles in a sorted-item bin-packing way: we traverse the layer in the topological order and associate the nodes to the bundles until they are full. For example, in Figure 2 (a), we use as input to the algorithm two bundles (b 1 and b 2 ) containing 6 processors each. At the first step of the algorithm, the bundle b 1 is associated with nodes a and e while the bundle b 2 is associated with f and i. This leads the bundle b 1 to exceed its capacity of 6 and thus the algorithm needs to go further using the top-down scheme (note that node a is a leaf in this example). In the next step (see Figure 2 (b)), b 1 is associated to nodes a and b and b 2 to nodes c, d, f , g and h leading all the bundles to be perfectly filled and thus stopping the top-down process. More generally, during the topdown process, a layer of nodes in the tree is accepted if the projection of the nodes of the tree over the bundles satisfies the constraint of each bundle. Naturally, for trees which can be met in sparse direct solvers, the constraint (i.e. the number of resources) associated with each bundle needs to be slightly relaxed to ensure that a feasible configuration can be found: a tolerance parameter may be used to check the acceptance criterion.
Once the top-down process has been completed, we associate each subtree rooted at a node above the accepted layer with an abstract context associated to the set of resources resulting from the proportional mapping. This produces a hierarchy of contexts which are given to the runtime system together with the amount of work (resp. the number of resources) associated with each context before the factorization begins. Note that if the number of resources is rational, the resource located at a border of a scheduling context is shared with the neighboring one (the runtime system uses time-sharing of the resource among the contexts it belongs to). From the implementation point of view, this represents a slight modification of the factorization in the sense that the scheduling context to which a given task belongs is an attribute of the task (see [27] for more details). We introduce in the next section a dynamic management strategy for this hierarchy of scheduling contexts. Note that from a pure software point of view, the fact that the tasks are now assigned to a context represents a very marginal modification.
IV. A RUNTIME SYSTEM LEVEL TO DYNAMICALLY MANAGE THE RESOURCE ALLOCATION
StarPU is a C library that provides programmers with a portable interface for scheduling dynamic graphs of tasks onto a heterogeneous set of processing units (i.e. CPUs, GPUs and Intel Xeon-Phi). In a previous work [27] , we have introduced an extension of StarPU, that allows multiple parallel codes to run concurrently with minimal interference. Such parallel codes run within scheduling contexts that provide confined execution environments which can be used to partition computing resources. Moreover, a hypervisor that automatically expands or shrinks contexts using feedback from the runtime system (e.g. resource utilization) was introduced. In this paper we present a hierarchical resizing strategy for scheduling contexts that enforces the locality of the parallel tasks of application. Our work borrows some ideas from the Bubble Scheduling approach [43] .
In the previous section we described the algorithm we implemented in order to structure the parallelism hierarchically and enforce locality. Branches of the scheduling context tree are isolated on sets of processing units which share a given level of the memory hierarchy. The execution is a top-down traversal of the task graph where a parent node cannot be treated before its children have been processed. Thus, from the scheduling contexts hierarchy point of view, the active scheduling contexts correspond to a layer at the bottom of the tree. This layer goes up towards the root of the tree during the execution.
In the ideal situation, mapping the tree of contexts on the hierarchical architecture of the underlying platform leads to a perfect exploitation of the resources. However, this is not the case for real-life applications. Indeed, applications like qr_mumps usually deal with very irregular task-graphs where predicting the actual execution time is challenging. For this reason, mechanisms to dynamically step in whenever imbalance appears are indispensable.
To this effect we used the hypervisor introduced in [27] in order to dynamically adapt the resource allocation over the scheduling contexts such that unexploited processing units can be used by other parallel tasks. Our main constraint in this situation is to keep the computation local in the sense of the memory hierarchy.
Hierarchical resizing the Scheduling Contexts
Our approach to the locality problem is to reallocate the resources hierarchically and to take the resizing decisions locally at each level of the tree of the scheduling contexts. Contexts with the same parent access nearby data and as soon as they finish executing they provide contribution blocks (see Section II) to their parent. The hypervisor enforces then the locality and allocates the resources such that this group of contexts finishes in the minimum amount of time. In other words, each level of contexts has its own deadline and the execution of the branches of the application progresses locally on the corresponding group of processing units. In Figure 3 each group of sibling contexts can exchange processing units as long as they finish their execution time before a certain deadline (e.g. D5, D6, etc.) In order to keep the decisions consistent, resizing information (e.g. the speed of the processing units) is transmitted upwards from the leaves to the root and resizing decisions are taken at the higher level and then propagated downwards.
Allocation of processing units
The hypervisor uses the linear program described by the Equation (1) in order to resize a set of scheduling contexts. By using the workload value of the kernels provided by the application, in our case qr_mumps solver, this algorithm distributes proportionally the resources over the scheduling contexts. We obtain a rough computation of the number of processing units needed by each context such that the program ends its execution in a minimal amount of time.
In this linear program C denotes the set of contexts, n α,c represents the unknown of the system, that is the number of processing units that are assigned to a context c, W c is the total amount of work associated to the context c, t max represents the maximum amount of time spent by a context to process its amount of work, v α,c represents the speed (i.e. floating point operations per second) of the processing units belonging to the context c, n α is the total number of processing units. Equation (1) expresses that each context should have the appropriate number of CPUs and GPUs such that it finishes its assigned amount of work before the deadline t max . max α represents a constraint value that indicates a rough information concerning the parallelism of the kernels. Of course, this linear program can be easily generalized to platforms with more than one type of resources.
The hypervisor resolves this equation several times during the execution such that it can consider and insert new collected information like: the speed of the processing units when executing a certain kernel, more precise values of the workload of the kernels or bounds for the number of allocated processing units. A good reactivity of the hypervisor is required as the qr_mumps solver may dynamically update the workload information associated with the scheduling contexts.
Triggering the reallocation of resources
An important aspect in improving the execution time of an application is determining when resources are no longer efficiently used in their scheduling context, they are slow or even idle. We use the hypervisor as a tool that collects information concerning on one hand the behavior of the application with the provided distribution of resources and on the other hand the efficiency of the processing units when executing the parallel tasks. Therefore, the runtime is in charge with monitoring the application and providing the hypervisor information like: the moment a task started/finished executing, its workload, the time a worker spent without executing any task in a certain context. Meanwhile, the application is in charge with providing and adjusting dynamically the information concerning the workload of the application and of each task.
The hypervisor synthesizes this information and computes at some period of time the interval in which the processing units were idle and also what we call the "instant speed" of a scheduling context or of a type of processing unit. This latter represents the number of flops executed by a context respectively a type of worker (CPU, GPU, etc.) in a certain sample of time. The hypervisor uses this information in order to compare it with the ideal speed resulting from the previous solution of the linear program (1) . Whenever the difference between the actual speed and the ideal one exceeds a threshold or PUs are in an idle mode for longer than a given limit of time we consider that the current distribution of processing units is not valid and the resizing process is triggered. The linear program (1) is then solved using the instant speed values computed, leading thus to a more balanced distribution. The reactivity of the hypervisor is adapted to the irregularity of the problem. We have evaluated the best trade off between the need to resize the contexts and the overhead it implies.
The hypervisor monitors the scheduling contexts hierarchically and triggers the resizing of the scheduling contexts at a certain level. Verifications are then going up towards the root level and stop at the level where there is no need to resize (i.e. at this given level the speed of each context is consistent with the ideal speed). Hence, the resizing decisions at higher levels of the tree of scheduling contexts are propagated toward the layer of active contexts.
Upper bounds to the allocation of resources
Determining that a kernel does not scale on a certain number of processing units is an information the runtime can easily provide. By computing the time a resource was idle in a context in a previous period of time we can predict how many resources that contexts needs in the future (a maximum value). However, this task is more complicated when resources behaved well in the past. We can consider that the parallelism of the kernel is determined by the number of ready tasks available or we can impose an upper bound to the allocation of the resources only at certain moments. For qr_mumps we implemented an algorithm that considers this max only when the speed of the processing units is very far from an average speed value computed from the beginning of the execution of the application. This solution is adapted to the behavior of qr_mumps, that usually has a good speed at the beginning of the execution (tree parallelism is sufficient to ensure performance at that moment).
The maximum number of processing units needed by the leaf contexts is computed locally and this information is propagated hierarchically until the root where it is used as an upper bound in the linear equation (1).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the behavior of our hierarchical approach and illustrate how it improves locality and performance. This is done on a set of sparse linear systems solved on two types of architectures: SMP and NUMA. The experimental evaluation illustrates the gains in terms of execution time and enhancement of the locality. Moreover, the cost of the hierarchical strategy is evaluated.
A. Experimental environment
As stated above, we evaluate the behavior of our approach on two platforms:
• MachineA which has uniform access to the memory.
It The experiments were conducted on a set of matrices mainly from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection 1 presented in Table I . The exceptions being the ultrasound80 matrix (Propagation of 3D ultrasound waves, provided by M. Sosonkina) and the conv3d64 matrix (provided by CEA-CESTA and generated using AQUILON 2 ). All the matrices have been reordered using a fill-reducing matrix permutation produced by METIS 3 (version 5.0.2). We divided this set of matrices in two groups: the so called small problems: TF15, tp-6, esoc, Rucci1, pre2 and the large problems: ultrasound80 and conv3d64. The behavior of the small problems has not been evaluated on more than 40 cores, as they are not able to scale on so many processing units. All codes were compiled with the GNU v. 4.7.2 suite and linked to the Intel MKL sequential BLAS and LAPACK libraries. All the tests were run with real data in double precision. Finally, it is important to mention that for a small number of processing units, the cores used for the experiments are chosen according to a compact strategy according to the memory hierarchy.
B. Experimental evaluation
We begin the evaluation section by measuring the cost of the dynamic algorithm used to distribute the processing units to the hierarchical structure of the scheduling contexts. We measure the time spent calling the hypervisor and trying to redistribute the resources in order to match the structure of the application and the machine. In the table II we can see that the cost of the hypervisor is more important on smaller matrices, because they do not have enough computation in order to compensate the time spent to improve the execution time. However, larger problems like conv3d64 have enough workload in order to make profitable the hypervisor. Moreover, conv3d64 has a relatively regular assembly tree, therefore the hypervisor is less needed and implicitly less called. On the MachineB platform the overall overhead is more important than on the MachineA platform. This is mainly due to the NUMA aware architecture of the platform MachineB. Therefore, when monitoring the applications the hypervisor detects an important number of cases of slow contexts or idle resources which require its help in order to adjust to this architecture. We can see that for small problems like tp-6 we spend 0.89% of the time in the hypervisor even when running on 8 cores. This shows that making profit of the hypervisor for this problem is more difficult due to its costs compared to its execution time. The overhead of the hypervisor varies also with the structure of the graph of tasks of the problem. According to its structure we may need more or less contexts and implicitly the resizing may be more or less expensive.
Further on, we evaluate the behavior of the hierarchical contexts approach to structure the parallelism of different problems. In previous work [3] Buttari and al. have studied the performance behavior of qr_mumps on top of StarPU and they compared it with different solution from the state of art. Therefore, in the following section we compare the execution time of our approach to the one using StarPU without any contexts.
In Figure 4 we show the ratio between the execution time of the version using the contexts and the basic StarPU one not using the contexts. In table III we can see the referenced execution time of the version without contexts. This complements the data provided by Figure 4 and 5. We can see that the scalability of the solver is satisfactory when the problem is large enough to be treated on the considered number of cores.
We can observe in Figure 4 that the execution time of However, when we increase the number of processes, we can observe that the hierarchical version starts to take advantage of the locality and thus improves the performance, such that we obtain a decrease of the execution time of up to 15% The hierarchical version does not always outperform the regular version, especially when the problems have a regular form of the assembly tree. There is more room to improve performance if the assembly tree is irregular and unbalanced. One side effect of our hierarchical algorithm is that it will assign a lot of resources to the branch of the tree corresponding to the critical path. Thus, on such irregular trees, this algorithm may reduce the length of the critical path (by increasing the number of resources) leading to a decrease of In Figure 5 we can notice a similar behavior for the small problems. However, on larger test problems (see Figure 5(b) ), the execution time gain obtained from the use of our hierarchical approach grows with the number of resources. This is mainly due to the fact that the hierarchical strategy enhances data locality and isolates branches of the assembly on a specific set of cores taking advantage of the strongly nonuniform memory hierarchy. We can observe gains going up to 30% on some cases like the conv3d64 on 64 cores. On highly NUMA architectures like MachineB the locality is an important matter. We can see that using our hierarchical approach on top of 32 cores or 64 cores for the large matrices improves the behavior of the applications. This is mainly due to the fact that the MachineB has 4 NUMA groups of 16 cores and by isolating sections of the assemble tree on different NUMA nodes we avoid data transfers between the memory nodes. Using 40 cores, for example, implies executing on two complete groups and another additional 8 cores in another group. The increase in processing units does not compensate the costs of data transfers to those isolated cores. We can see this behavior especially for small matrices for which the computations do not counterbalance the data transfers.
To push further the analysis of the results we present in Figures 6 and 7 a plot illustrating the improvement of the locality of memory access when using the hierarchical approach for two of our test problems on the two platforms. First of all, to be consistent with the underlying architecture, we considered executions on 40 (resp. 32) cores for MachineA (resp. MachineB). Moreover, we remind that memory allocations are done during the execution of the activation task corresponding to each node of the assembly tree (see Section II). This plot considers the amount (percentage) of assembly tree nodes for which the amount of corresponding StarPU tasks were executed on the same socket as the activation task. For example, if we consider the plot presented in Figure 7 (a), we can observe that for the hierarchical approach (red bars) almost 90% of the nodes of the assembly had between 90% and 100% of their corresponding tasks executed on the same socket as the activation task. On the other side, the regular StarPU implementation has around 70% of the nodes of the tree having between 20% and 30% of their tasks executed on the same socket as the memory allocation. The locality has an important impact on large problems like conv3d64. The improvement on its execution time on MachineB is mainly due to the fact that at least 40% of the assembly nodes face between 40% and 60% memory hits, compared to the non context version that mainly faces between 20% and 30% memory hits.
If we reconsider the results showed in Figure 5 , we can see that indeed conv3d64 and Rucci1 both improve their execution time when using the hierarchical strategy on MachineB. Therefore, we can can confirm that by enforcing the locality on non-uniform memory access platforms we can improve the overall execution time of the application.
VI. RELATED WORK
A lot of initiatives have emerged in the past years to develop efficient runtime systems for modern heterogeneous platforms. Most of these runtime systems use a task-based paradigm to express concurrency and dependencies by employing a task dependency graph to represent the application to be executed. Qilin [35] provides an interface to submit kernels that operate on arrays which are automatically dispatched between the different processing units of an heterogeneous machine. Moreover, Qilin dynamically compiles parallel code for both CPUs (by relying on the Intel TBB [39] technology) and for GPUs, using CUDA. Another relevant framework is Charm++ [30] which is a parallel variant of the C++ language that provides sophisticated load balancing and a large number of communication optimization mechanisms. Charm++ has been extended to provide support for accelerators such as the Cell processors as well as GPUs [31] . Many runtime systems propose a task-based programming paradigm. Runtime systems like KAAPI/XKAAPI [25] or APC+ [24] offer support for hybrid platforms mixing CPUs and GPUs. Their data management is based on a DSM-like mechanism: each data block is associated with a bitmap that permits to determine whether there is already a copy locally available to a specific processing unit or not. Moreover, task scheduling within KAAPI is based on work-stealing mechanisms or on graph partitioning. The StarSs project is actually an umbrella term that describes both the StarSs language extensions and a collection of runtime systems targeting different types of platforms [9] , [10] , [7] . StarSs provides an annotation-based language which extends C or Fortran applications to offload pieces of computation on the architecture targeted by the underlying runtime system. Finally, the DAGuE/PaRSEC [11] runtime system dynamically schedules tasks within a node using a rather simple strategy driven by locality. It takes advantage of the specific shape of the task graphs (in the sense that there are few types of tasks) to represent the task dependency graph in an algebraic fashion. Some of these runtime systems tackle the locality issues by having greedy scheduling strategies which aim at enhancing the locality. For instance, the DAGuE runtime system tries to avoid data movements by having a data driven scheduling approach, while in the KAAPI framework, some work-stealing strategies may take advantage of the memory hierarchy to select the victim. In opposition, our approach considers the problem at a higher level, requiring some input from application to drive the dynamic decisions of the runtime system.
Regarding resource sharing, Lithe [36] is a runtime system that enables interoperability between different parallel runtimes, e.g. Intel TBB and OpenMP. Lithe is a resource sharing management interface that defines how harts (i.e. abstraction of hardware threads) are transferred between parallel libraries within an application. Lithe imposes a hierarchical organization between libraries as well as a specific implementation of multitasking. Thus, this kind of frameworks are not welladapted to the context of a complex irregular application which needs to dynamically resize the groups of resources.
From the linear algebra solvers point of view, a lot of effort has been spent to improve the behavior of the existing solvers on emerging architectures. By taking into account both task and data affinity and by relying on a two-level hybrid parallelization approach mixing multithreading and message passing, numerous solvers are now able to efficiently exploit the features of these new platforms [19] , [22] , [23] , [40] . In other cases, new solvers have been designed and implemented from scratch for these new computer platforms. The chosen scheme is mostly what has been done for dense linear algebra solvers (fine-grained parallelism, thread-based parallelization and advanced data management to deal with complex memory hierarchies). Examples of this kind of solvers are HSL-MA87/HSL-MA86 [26] and SuperLU-MT [34] for sparse LU or Cholesky factorizations and SPQR [17] and qr_mumps [13] for sparse QR factorizations.
A successful approach to deal with the complexity of modern architecture is centered around the use of runtime systems to manage tasks dynamically, these runtime systems being either generic or specific to the application. As a result, higher performance portability is also achieved thanks to the hardware abstraction layer introduced by runtime systems [1] . These efforts resulted in the design of the MAGMA library [4] on top of StarPU, the DPLASMA library [12] on top of DAGuE and the adaptation of the existing FLAME library [28] to heterogeneous multicore systems using the SuperMatrix [15] runtime system. More recently, this approach has been used for more irregular applications. Sparse direct solvers have been redesigned on top of task-based runtime systems [3] , [32] leading to a good behavior and an improved portability. Finally, this methodology starts to be used in other application fields like what has been done for the fast multipole method in [2] .
VII. CONCLUSION
The main objective of this work was to evaluate a new way of handling resource allocation and memory affinity within HPC applications using powerful runtime system mechanisms. We believe a tight interaction between the application and the runtime system can improve performance with only slight modifications on the application side.
Our approach consists in capturing the parallel structure of the application in a hierarchical manner and projecting it on an abstract tree. This hierarchy is eventually mapped on scheduling contexts at the runtime system level which is responsible for dynamic resource management. Using information coming from the application together with hardware metrics captured at runtime, our runtime system is able to better adjust the number of processing units allocated to each parallel task.
We demonstrate the relevance and effectiveness of our approach on a complex irregular sparse linear algebra solver over modern multicore architectures. Our experiments show that by continuously enforcing locality between related tasks, our approach exhibits a gain of up to 35% on test cases coming from real-life applications.
In the near future, we plan to further extend this work to heterogeneous platforms equipped with accelerators. We also plan to generalize our work to several other task-based runtime systems, such as OpenMP or Intel TBB-powered parallel libraries.
